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The Power of Preview: Converting Images and Exporting PDFs
by Josh Centers and Adam C. Engst

In our exploration of Preview, OS X’s built-in image and PDF powerhouse, we’ve walked you through 
getting files into Preview (see “The Power of Preview: Pulling Files into Preview,” 25 February 2016) 
all the way to advanced editing techniques (see “The Power of Preview: Advanced Editing 
Techniques,” 25 April 2016). As our series draws to a close, it’s time to end it in the natural place: saving 
and exporting your files.

Since Preview uses the Modern Document Model (see “The Very Model of a Modern Mountain 
Lion Document,” 7 August 2012), it saves existing files automatically as you edit. Likewise, Preview 
supports Resume, so if you quit Preview without saving, or Preview closes due to a crash or power outage, 
you won’t lose your work.

But that’s all Mac 101. More interesting is how Preview can convert your files into different formats. 
You can even export a PDF as an image or vice versa! That can be handy if, for instance, you have a 
one-page PDF flyer that you want to convert to a PNG or JPEG so it can be posted more easily on 
Facebook.

Three commands in Preview’s File menu help you export your files:
Export: This command enables you to save a copy of your file with a different name, in a different 

location, and even in a different format.
Export as PDF: As you’d expect, this command is mostly a faster way to get a PDF out of Preview. 

Oddly, the Export as PDF dialog lacks the Quartz filter and encryption options that the regular Export 
command does, and all the other options available with the next command.

Print: You may not realize this, but in OS X, you can “print” anything to a PDF! More on this in a bit, 
but for now, just know that using the Print dialog to export a PDF offers some advantages.

There’s also a fourth option, Save As, which doesn’t appear by default. Hold down the Option key to 
change the Duplicate command to Save As. But with one minor exception that we’ll cover later, Save As 
does the same thing as Export, so there’s no need to bother, unless you’re just working out of habit. If you 
prefer Save As to Duplicate, check out “Put Save As Back on the File Menu” (30 November 2015).

Converting Image Formats -- We assume that you understand the basics of naming, saving, and 
tagging files, so we’ll focus on the interesting bit: format selection. The Export dialog’s Format pop-up 
menu shows only 6 file formats by default, but if you Option-click it, Preview displays 19 choices!

This conversion capability is handy, because if you have a JPEG and need a PNG, all you have to do is 
open the JPEG in Preview, choose File > Export, change the Format pop-up menu to PNG (note the 
resulting file size estimate), and click Save.

But if you don’t already know that you need a PNG, which format should you pick? It depends on 
your intended destination for the file. We’ll look at PDF next, but the four most common image formats 
are:

GIF: An ancient format, first introduced by CompuServe in 1987, the GIF image format has been 
superseded by PNG in every way but one: GIF supports a flipbook-style animation, which is a topic for 
another article. Don’t use GIF unless you want to create an animation, or just feel like reliving the battle 
over how it’s pronounced.

JPEG: JPEG is great for photographs, and any image-viewing app can open JPEG images. When 
exporting as JPEG, you can reduce the quality to reduce the file size, which is useful for Web publishing. 
However, be aware that JPEG’s compression is lossy, which means data is actually thrown away during 
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SIG NEWS

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group 
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, 
Saturday, February 11, 2016, in the Fire Station 
18’s meeting room at: 6830 Hadler View (a map is 
located at the end of this NL). The meeting will be 
divided in to two parts.

The First part starting at 10:00 will focus on iOS, 
helping everyone become both comfortable and 
proficient with their iPhone, iPad, and iPod 
mobile devices. Starting at 11:00 we will focus on 
the Apple’s Calendar.

All are invited, but new users are especially 
encouraged to attend this free meeting. Bring your 
tips and tricks, questions and suggestions. 

For more information about Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website.

Scan this QR code to be taken to our 
SMMUG web site
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through the Silicon Summit.
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Our regular monthly meetings are on the second 
Monday of every month. Upcoming meeting 
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Announcements
February presentation
Confused about the capabilities and limitations of the various computer connecters, interfaces, dongles, cables, and ports that that are associated with 
your desktop, laptop, or tablet?  Jim Johnson will attempt to sort this out, clarify and simplify, and entertain in the process.

Door Prizes For The February Meeting:
1 TB hard drive 
Roku streaming stick
Dongle 

Club News
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saves and can’t be recovered. Because of this, every time you edit and save a JPEG, the picture quality will degrade a little.
Don’t confuse JPEG with the JPEG-2000 format. Despite having a similar name and coming from the same group, they’re entirely different. In 
theory, JPEG-2000 is better, but in reality, it doesn’t offer many benefits.

PNG: Conceived as an improved, non-patented replacement for GIF, PNG is designed for Internet image sharing, as opposed to 
professional-quality printing (it doesn’t support non-RGB color spaces like CMYK). PNG uses lossless compression, making it ideal for images that 
you need to edit repeatedly, and it excels with computer-generated images that have large, uniformly colored areas, like screenshots and logos. There 
are two variants of PNG that support animation — MNG and APNG — but support 
and usage are minimal at best, so GIF remains the choice for animations.

Because of its lossless compression, photos saved in PNG format have much larger 
files than those saved in JPEG format. By default, OS X creates screenshots in PNG 
format, though that can be changed with a defaults write command if necessary. (iOS 
screenshots are also saved in PNG format.) Be careful using JPEG for screenshots, or 
you may see artifacting in areas of solid color. In the example below (click it to zoom on 
our Web site!), the top image in PNG format is 1.4 MB, thanks to the photo 
background, whereas the bottom picture, saved at 50 percent quality in JPEG format, 
is only 152 KB. Notice that the photographic portion is nearly indistinguishable 
between the two, whereas the solid blue in the book cover shows artifacting, particularly 
near the white text, in the JPEG image.

When exporting a PNG from which you’ve removed the background with the 
Instant Alpha tool, as explained in “The Power of Preview: Advanced Editing 
Techniques” (25 April 2016), pay attention to the Export dialog’s Alpha checkbox. 
This setting enables or disables transparency, which sets a particular color as transparent, 
so the background color (of the Web page, say) shows through. If alpha is disabled, 
transparent portions of your image will be rendered as white.

It’s worth remembering that while PNG and GIF support transparency, JPEG does 
not. So if you convert an image in one of those two formats to JPEG, whatever color 
has been declared as transparent (usually white) may instead be rendered as another 
color. The code in the TidBITS Publishing System that makes thumbnails of graphics 
always creates JPEGs, which means that thumbnails of certain PNGs that contain transparency end up with black replacing the transparent portion 
of the image (at least until we notice and fix it).

TIFF: TIFF is another venerable format that has evolved over the years to be extremely capable and useful, though today it’s mostly used in the 
print world. TIFF files can be compressed, though that’s not required, and when saving one in Preview, you can choose from no compression, 
LZW compression, and Packbits compression. The two compression choices are lossless, like PNG’s compression, and LZW seems to result in a 
smaller file.

Also like PNG, TIFF supports transparency, but what sets it apart is its support for layers. In graphics programs like Photoshop and Pixelmator, 
layers enable you to work on the image as though you’re drawing on a transparent sheet of acetate. Objects on layers can be manipulated 
independently, and layers can be turned on or off to try various edits without committing to them. Unfortunately, Preview doesn’t support layers at 
all, so while it can open a TIFF that contains layers, it “flattens” them into a single layer. The same goes for edits made in Preview; you can add a 
shape to a TIFF and move it around while editing, but as soon as you close the image, the shape is merged with the image layer.

So, if you’re unsure, which format should you use? If the image is photographic, JPEG provides the best combination of quality and reduced file 
size. On the other hand, if it’s a computer-generated graphic with large areas of uniform color, like most screenshots, or if transparency is needed, 
stick with PNG. TIFF is useful primarily in the print publishing world; for instance, a publisher may require that screenshots for a book be in TIFF 
rather than PNG for color workflow reasons. Also, use TIFF if you will need to edit with layers in an app like Photoshop.

What about all those other image formats? For the most part, they’re old, uncommon, or both, at least in the Mac world. The two exceptions are 
Photoshop and QuickTime Movie, which are plenty common, but unlikely to be useful within Preview. Saving a file in Photoshop format does 
mean that Photoshop can open it natively, but as far as we can see, there’s no advantage over PNG in that regard. And we can’t figure out what file 
format you can open in Preview that you could later save using QuickTime Movie; animated GIFs seemed the most likely, but they can’t be saved 
as QuickTime movies. If you’d like to read up on these other formats, here’s a full list, with informative links:

ASTC
ICNS
JPEG-2000
KTX

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JPEG_2000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JPEG_2000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portable_Network_Graphics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portable_Network_Graphics
http://tidbits.com/article/16423
http://tidbits.com/article/16423
http://tidbits.com/article/16423
http://tidbits.com/article/16423
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tagged_Image_File_Format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tagged_Image_File_Format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptive_Scalable_Texture_Compression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adaptive_Scalable_Texture_Compression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple_Icon_Image_format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple_Icon_Image_format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JPEG_2000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JPEG_2000
https://www.khronos.org/opengles/sdk/tools/KTX/file_format_spec/
https://www.khronos.org/opengles/sdk/tools/KTX/file_format_spec/
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Microsoft BMP
Microsoft Icon
OpenEXR
PBM/PGM/PPM
PVRTC
Photoshop
PostScript
QuickTime Movie
SGI
TGA
Despite the length of that list, there are many more graphic formats out there. If you run across a file that you can’t open, or if you need to save an 

image in a format that Preview doesn’t support, turn to Lemke Software’s venerable GraphicConverter, which can import approximately 200 file 
formats and export in roughly 80 formats.

Exporting to PDF: Quartz Filters -- Entire books have been written about Portable Document Format (like “PDF Hacks,” “PDF Explained,” 
and “Developing with PDF,” all from O’Reilly Media). Originally created by Adobe but an open ISO standard since 2008, PDF is one of the tech 
world’s most useful file formats. In the simplest terms, PDF represents the text and graphics of a printed document in digital form. The most 
common usage of PDF is in printing and publication, with examples ranging from government forms to Take Control ebooks. But PDF is 
incredibly flexible — OS X’s Quartz rendering engine uses PDF internally, which is why it’s so easy to export things as PDF in OS X.

Preview’s Export dialog provides two extra options when exporting PDFs: Quartz filters and encryption. Quartz filters modify the exported PDF 
in various ways, either adjusting the look of the document or tweaking its format 
under the hood.

In the first category, you’ll find Quartz filters for Black & White, Blue Tone, 
Gray Tone, Lightness Decrease, Lightness Increase, and Sepia Tone. The tonal 
adjustments do what you’d expect, making the image black-and-white or turning 
all colors into shades of blue, gray, or sepia.

The two lightness filters apply to all colors as well, so their effects are relatively 

subtle in photos, but can make a large difference to colored text.
 When it comes to fiddling with the document format, Apple 
provides Quartz filters for Create Generic PDFX-3 Document and 

Reduce File Size. PDFX-3 is a subset of PDF with printing-related requirements that facilitate a color-managed workflow. Honestly, if you need a 
color-managed workflow, you should be (or already are) using Adobe Acrobat Pro.

Reduce File Size is alluring, but beware if you have images other than photos in your 
document. When you use Reduce File Size, Preview uses lossy compression to reduce the 
quality of every image in the document, making non-photos notably fuzzy. Photos see a 
quality reduction too, but the effects are less noticeable. Happily, Reduce File Size has 
improved radically from earlier versions of Preview, which also deleted useful metadata 
like a PDF’s table of contents.

Exporting to PDF: Encryption -- Preview’s Encrypt checkbox may be more useful to 
you. If you’re sharing a PDF that contains confidential information, you can reduce the 
chances that it will be read more widely by encrypting the document, after which a 
password is necessary to display it.

In PDF parlance, the password created by Preview’s Encrypt checkbox is a “document 
open” or “user” password, as opposed to a “permissions” or “owner” password, which 
restricts editing and printing of the document. More on how to set a permissions 
password in a moment; you can’t do it from the Export dialog.

Preview offers no facility for entering the permissions password to override previously set restrictions, with one exception. If you open a PDF 
encrypted with a permissions password that prevents changes, and then try to use Preview’s File > Export or Export as PDF commands, you’ll be 
prompted for the permissions password. That is, unfortunately, false security because any change in a permissions-protected PDF causes Preview to 
make a copy that you can save. Plus, while Export may ask for a password, File > Save As does not. Oops.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BMP_file_format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BMP_file_format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICO_(file_format)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ICO_(file_format)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenEXR
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenEXR
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netpbm_format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Netpbm_format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PVRTC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PVRTC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adobe_Photoshop#File_format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adobe_Photoshop#File_format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PostScript
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PostScript
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/QuickTime_File_Format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/QuickTime_File_Format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon_Graphics_Image
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon_Graphics_Image
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Truevision_TGA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Truevision_TGA
https://www.lemkesoft.de/en/products/graphicconverter/
https://www.lemkesoft.de/en/products/graphicconverter/
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0596006551/?tag=tidbitselectro00
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0596006551/?tag=tidbitselectro00
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1449327915/?tag=tidbitselectro00
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1449327915/?tag=tidbitselectro00
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1449310028/?tag=tidbitselectro00
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1449310028/?tag=tidbitselectro00
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To encrypt a PDF with a document open password, choose File > Export, select the Encrypt 

checkbox, enter a password, and then enter the password again to confirm it. From then on, when 
anyone — including you — tries to open the encrypted PDF, in any PDF-savvy app, they’ll be 
prompted for the password.

As far as we’re aware, as long as the document open password is relatively strong, there’s no way to 
brute force it. (If you use a weak password, a dictionary attack may be able to crack it.) You may run 
across utilities or Internet services like PDFUnlock that claim to be able to remove passwords from 
PDFs. They’re talking about the permissions password, not the document open password, and thus 
can’t do anything for you that you can’t accomplish more efficiently in Preview itself.

What if you want to remove a document open password from an encrypted PDF? As long as you 
know the password, it’s simple — just open the PDF, enter the password, and then use Export to save it again, without selecting the Encrypt 
checkbox. This technique might be useful if a document was confidential for a time, but no longer needs to be.

Printing to PDF: More Encryption -- As previously mentioned, you can “print” any document from any app to a PDF. This is a system-wide 
feature in OS X, thanks to Quartz’s foundations in PDF, and is tremendously useful for testing what a print job will look like before sending it to 
your printer or for saving a Web page as a PDF.

But why print to a PDF from Preview, which has built-in PDF export capabilities? For one thing, it offers more metadata and security options 
than Preview’s export feature, but it also solves a common Preview problem.

Since we began this series, several readers have written in with the same issue: you mark up a document in Preview, save it, send it to a 
collaborator, and they don’t see your annotations. We don’t know why this might happen — PDF is a standard, but that doesn’t mean every app 
implements it correctly — but printing to PDF appears to cause the annotations to show up properly in most cases.

To export a PDF in this way, choose File > Print. In the resulting dialog, click 
the PDF pop-up menu in the lower left and choose Save as PDF. (Further down 
in that menu, you may see a bunch of printing workflows that various apps install 
for you. They make it easy, for instance, to print a document to PDF and send it 
with Messages in one step.)

  In the Save dialog 
that appears next, 
you’ll notice a few 
additional options. 
You can enter not 
just the filename, 
but also title, author, 
s u b j e c t , a n d 
keyword metadata. 
This standard PDF metadata becomes visible in Preview’s Inspector window (choose 
Tools > Show Inspector or press Command-I), in other PDF apps, and even in the 
Finder’s Get Info dialog.
  But there’s more! 
Cl i ck Secur i ty 
Options, and you 
can set both the 

document open and the permissions passwords for the PDF, and choose whether 
the permissions password will restrict changes, printing, or both.

Preview in the Rearview Mirror -- This article wraps up our series on Preview. 
We hope you’ve enjoyed it, and if you have more questions about Preview or tips 
to share, let us know. Who knows what additional features might lurk within 
Preview’s depths?

Finally, although we don’t have a schedule set yet, the response to this series has 
been so positive that we’re planning to start on a “Take Control of Preview” book.

http://www.pdfunlock.com/
http://www.pdfunlock.com/
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DOOR PRIZE WINNERS

For The January 2017 Meeting
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CES 2017
CES 2017: Gadget Finds on the CES Show Floor, Days 1 and 2

by Jeff Porten
So far at CES “proper,” I’ve had one day of sessions and meetings, and one day roaming the show floor. The sessions were on various consumer 

electronic topics, and I’ll write up a few interesting ideas for TidBITS once I’ve had more time to think about them and add a little research.
As for what I’ve seen, the meetings were all very interesting, but the show floor has been a bit underwhelming so far compared to what I saw at the 

press breakout events. To be fair, that might have something to do with the many more miles I’m walking on the astonishingly huge show floors. I 
think I was accidentally Mr. Grumpy Journalist to a few PR people who wanted to tell me their product’s life story before I had even figured out 
what it was and if I was interested.

I’ll start with the companies I met with and then move on to what I found for you on the show floor.
Other World Computing -- Other World Computing, also known as OWC and macsales.com, currently holds the title for “best thing I’ve 

seen” with a prototype of the DEC 
expansion dock for the 2016 MacBook 
Pro. It attaches flush to the bottom of the 
MacBook, adding a bit to the weight and 
thickness, and has a flat U-shaped 
connector that plugs into one of your 
Thunderbolt 3 ports. Here’s what you get: 
up to 4 TB of additional SSD storage, 
three USB 3 type-A ports, a multifunction 
SD card reader, and a gigabit Ethernet 
port. Larry O’Connor, CEO of OWC, said that they were still finalizing whether they could put anything else in there and they weren’t sure about 
what the final thickness and weight would be. Also still to be decided is the price, but O’Connor said that there would be an entry-level model with 
an empty SSD bay, and that the SSD prices would be highly competitive against what Apple charges for its internal upgrades.

OWC was also showing off the Thunderbolt 3 Dock, which has two Thunderbolt 3 ports (with passthrough power so you don’t need to plug in 
your MacBook Pro), Mini DisplayPort, five USB 3 Type-A ports, gigabit Ethernet, digital audio output, 3.5mm audio combo input, and an SD 
slot. It will come in colors to match your MacBook Pro starting in February 2017 for $299.

The company is known for its external storage products and was demonstrating the Thunderbolt 3 Envoy Pro SSD, a portable (and very slim) 
drive that will come in sizes ranging from 500 GB to 2 TB when it ships in March 2017, with no price set yet. Not on display, but new to me, is the 
Envoy Pro mini, a USB-stick sized SSD with USB 3.1 throughput that you can buy now in sizes of 120 GB, 240 GB, and 480 GB for $100, $178, 
and $270.

I also appreciated that Larry O’Connor reeled off deep-geek statistics about throughput and drive performance with the verve of someone who 
seriously groks the technology, which is not common at CES. Usually a PR person or executive needs to bring in an engineer to answer technical 
questions. O’Connor has a deeper grasp of Mac hardware than I do, which is refreshing when you’re talking to the guy running the company.

Even Earphones -- As I’ve written before, I have lousy hearing (see “iOS Hearing Aids... or, How to Buy Superman’s Ears,” 8 February 2011). 
I don’t know if I qualify on any of the disabled measurement spectra, but there are frequencies I miss on my good days, and on bad days when I’m 
blocked up, I can lose my right ear almost entirely. Usually I don’t notice what I’m missing unless other people react to a sound I can’t hear.

Apparently there are a lot of us “not disabled but not great ears” people out there, and Even has a nifty solution: headphones and earphones 
with a built-in hearing test that then adjusts an equalizer to match the frequencies you have trouble hearing. You put on the headset, which is 
color-coded so you know which side goes in which ear, and hold down a button on the 
cord for a few seconds to start the test. The headset then plays eight audio samples into each 
ear, starting very softly and increasing in volume, and you press a button when you can hear 
it. It takes about three minutes. After that, push the Even button on the headset to turn the 
equalizer on and off. If you’re in a different environment and you need to adjust your 
profile (i.e., on an airplane or with different background noise), just take the test again. (The 
company’s Web site has an online version of the test.)

https://www.macsales.com/
https://www.macsales.com/
http://tidbits.com/article/11954
http://tidbits.com/article/11954
https://www.geteven.co/
https://www.geteven.co/
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I think these will become my go-to headset for music and movies going forward; having used them for a day, music sounds a heck of a lot richer 

with the Even profile kicked in. Podcasts don’t sound too different, but I’ll be curious to see if it helps me listen to English in non-American accents, 
which sometimes gives me trouble. A few caveats: since there’s processing going on in the cord, you have to recharge these to use them, unlike most 
wired headsets. You also need to remember to turn them on (they sleep automatically when you’re not using them, with an included audio cue to let 
you know). And since the button mount can’t be at jaw level as it is on most headsets (it’s low enough so both right and left cords come out of it), 
the included microphone rides on your chest, which isn’t optimal for phone calls. But for their intended purpose of better audio for the somewhat 
impaired, I’m calling Even’s headphones a huge win. Headphones ($179) and earphones ($99) are available now from the Even Web site, and Even 
has a Bluetooth version coming soon that will enable you to save multiple ear profiles simultaneously.

Aifi Bluetooth Speakers -- Aifi wins the dubious prize of “frickin’ cool, but only if money is no object.” By itself, an 
Aifi speaker is a good portable Bluetooth speaker, of which there are many. But the magic happens if you have more than 
one: put them side by side or stack them (or arrange them in a grid), and the additional speakers automatically slave 
themselves to the units they’re attaching to, so a single audio source can drive multiple speakers without any cabling or 
setup. A nifty LED lighting system changes colors to indicate whether the Aifis are separate or slaved. And the music even 
intelligently changes its audio form depending on whether the speakers are stacked horizontally or vertically. 
Unfortunately, these things cost $299 a pop, and you need a bunch of them (well, at least two) to make the most of their 
features.

SCOTTeVEST OTG -- SCOTTeVEST has a long track record of making jackets and vests with tons of extra 
pockets for geeks, but even I’m surprised by the company’s OTG, which includes among its 29 pockets two pockets large 
enough to carry a full-sized laptop, and another one for your tablet. So if you like to travel with a MacBook Pro, an iPad 
Pro, and an extra iPad for kicks, you’re all set; the medium and large jackets can accommodate a 15-inch MacBook Pro, 
while the small tops out at 13-inch. It’s $215 and available now, but use coupon code CES17 and you can save 30 
percent during CES or 25 percent off for the rest of January.

Elgato Eve -- If there’s one thing at CES that’s making my eyes glaze over, it’s the hundreds of companies offering 
smart home appliances. Some are compatible with HomeKit (see “A Prairie HomeKit Companion: Core Concepts,” 
3 November 2016) and others with one of at least four other competing standards. It’s impossible for me to tell which of these products are better 
than any others, so until now I’ve skipped them all. But I’ll mention Elgato’s Eve system purely because I have a soft spot for the company; one of 
their products was the subject of the first article I wrote for TidBITS over 13 years ago (see “TiVo Alternatives: EyeTV,” 10 November 2003, for a 
real blast from the past regarding computer specs).

Eve is representative of the various kits I’m seeing: a collection of sensors, switches, and electrical outlets ($40–$80 each) that all communicate with 
a free iOS app. In theory, you could buy a pricey pallet of these and control every appliance or check the status of every door in the house. In practice, 
you’ll pick out a few key things you want to control and monitor, and expand as you go. When it comes to pricing and features, Eve is in the same 
ballpark as every other vendor here; if anyone is competing on price or has a breakout feature set, I haven’t found them yet.

Carrobot Driving Assistant -- CES just isn’t CES without some kind of virtual or augmented reality, and 
the one I’ve noticed so far (having skipped dozens of people wearing goggles covering most of their faces) is 
Carrobot’s C2, an in-car heads-up display for your windshield. It has a few neat tricks aside from what you’d 
expect, like yelling at you if it notices your head nodding or you being distracted by your phone. But I’m a 
little skeptical of its built-in voice interaction, which seems at best duplicative of Siri and Google Assistant. 
The quickest way to decide if it might be your cup of tea is to check out their slightly silly two-minute 
YouTube video. It will set you back $500 once it ships in April 2017, unless you speak Chinese, in which 
case it’s available now.

Xenoma E-Skin -- I’m mentioning Xenoma’s E-Skin technology not because it’s a breakout in its category, but 
because its category — technology woven into clothing — is going to explode in the near to midterm future. Printable 
electronics embedded in fabrics turn your clothes into a camera-free motion-capture unit. At $200, E-Skin’s premiere 
shirt isn’t something that you’d buy lightly, but you’re not the preferred customer — Xenoma is mainly looking to sign 
up developers to build on its platform. The big idea here is that at scale, printable electronics become so cheap that 
eventually clothing with this technology becomes price-competitive with all but the cheapest plain old clothing. There’s 
not much you can do with smart clothes now, but if you want to know what you’ll be wearing in ten years, keep an eye 
on this technology.

UpWell -- Speaking as someone who has a chronic health condition, I was immediately intrigued by UpWell’s 
tagline of being an advocate for people like me. Essentially, UpWell wants to provide a free service for one-stop 
shopping and tracking for people with chronic conditions. Right now, in beta, the company has programs for diabetes, mental health issues, and 
heart problems. Enroll in one of these programs, and you’ll get a tailored educational and support system for that problem; eventually, UpWell will 
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also handle prescription drug purchases and compliance tracking. I haven’t had the chance to kick the tires on the service, and I’m not entirely sure 
what’s in the beta and what will be included after the full launch in June 2017. But if it sounds in the least bit intriguing, give it a try, as the beta 
program is open to the public.

NuCalm -- Every year, I typically cover at least one thing purely for the mockery value, and this year’s candidate is NuCalm’s claim that, using its 
product, you can get the benefit of over 2 hours of sleep in 20 minutes. You do this, apparently, by smearing a topical cream on your neck, attaching 
microcurrent accessories to your jaw, listening to a “neuroacoustic” app and headphones, and wearing an eye mask. (It’s unclear if the eye mask is 
doing anything special aside from blocking light.) I’m highly skeptical of all neurotech claims, so I want to stress that this mockery is of the genre, not 
this particular vendor; apparently, NuCalm has been around for 20 years and is backed up by research. But I’ll believe it when I see it. NuCalm is 
currently available as a service through physician providers and will arrive as a consumer product in Q4 2017. No pricing has been set yet.

FACIL’iti -- I’m not an expert on accessibility, so I don’t know if there are multiple competing standards for Web accessibility. That said, I was 
impressed by the demo I saw of FACIL’iti, which isn’t something you buy; it’s something you request your favorite Web publishers to comply with. 
Sign up once with FACIL’iti and fill out a form with any disabilities you might be struggling with — FACIL’iti has preset profiles for everything 
from dyslexia to photosensitive epilepsy to Parkinson’s. Then, when you’re on a compliant Web site (300 so far), the entire page’s colors, text, and 
layout will be adjusted to suit you. For example, if you have Parkinson’s, an impossible-to-use drop menu becomes a sidebar with very large click 
targets. As a sometime Web designer, I’m impressed with the amount of work shown here by FACIL’iti and compliant sites. And as a guy who’s 
getting older, I’d like to see this or something like it become more common.

Power Aid Solar Hat -- CES seems to have a thing for goofy hats. Power Aid’s solar hat seems silly at first, but might be useful for people who 
spend a lot of time outdoors in sunny climates. As you would expect, it’s just a hat with solar panels, but if you’re looking to charge your phone while 
outside, it’s a lot easier to walk around wearing a hat than it is to stop and spread out panels on the ground. At only 175 mAh per hour for a baseball 
hat, though, this is more for the rugged outdoors enthusiast who’s going several days without a power outlet. I was told that the baseball cap is 
available now for $50 (although the company’s site has it for more); a bucket hat is coming in April 2017 with twice the charging power for $70.

International Communication Project -- I was quite taken by the International Communication Project because they weren’t trying to sell 
me anything. Instead, their booth display was all about reminding people to talk to their kids. Specifically, to talk to their preschool kids as often as 
possible and be careful about letting screen time crowd out talking time and language development. This appears to be a one-off campaign by the 
organization; they list a number of other campaigns they run about communication difficulties around the world, but I don’t see one dedicated to 
technology. Nevertheless, showing up at CES was a clever way of getting themselves into the tech spotlight.

CES 2017: Gadget Finds on the CES Show Floor, Days 3 and 4
by Jeff Porten

The final days of CES are all the more grueling because you desperately want to cover more of the floor while your feet are screaming “Sit down 
already, you fool!” But it was worth the effort, as you’ll see in the collection of gadgets and gizmos I found.

After CES, I’ll embark on a working vacation in Las Vegas to recover and catch up on my sleep, but watch TidBITS for some follow-up articles as 
I write up some overall trends from the show and offer some thoughts on what’s coming in consumer technology in the next few years.

Gyenno Spoon II -- A smart robotic spoon may sound like overkill, but this spoon may be the 
only one that’s usable by people with Parkinson’s or other degenerative muscular illness. An 
internal stabilizer keeps the spoon level even if your hand or arm is shaking badly. The 
first-generation Gyenno Spoon is available now for $299; the second-generation, with a smaller 
handle and better battery life, will come out later this year at the same price. To see it in action, 
watch the video on Gyenno’s site.

Keezel Hardware VPN -- A virtual private network, or VPN, encrypts the data from your 
computer to the Internet so no one on your Wi-Fi network can spy on your traffic and your ISP 
can’t track what you’re doing. VPNs can also be useful if you want to go to a Web site that’s 
blocked in your country since they can change your apparent geolocation. VPNs are usually 
software-based, forcing you to remember to turn it on and off — get the settings wrong 
accidentally, and it’s easy to disable your Internet connection. The Keezel aims to make this 
process simpler. It’s a portable hardware VPN router; you connect the Keezel to a Wi-Fi hotspot 
and your devices to the Keezel. The primary advantage to this is that your devices only have to 
remember the Keezel, so there’s less chance of accidentally making an unencrypted connection. 
The Keezel also includes an 8000 mAh battery for peripheral charging. It costs $139 now while in 
pre-order at Indiegogo, $149 when it ships later this year (Indiegogo orders placed now should be fulfilled in April 2017). The service costs $5 per 
month, or you can buy a 1-year, 2-year, or lifetime subscription when you purchase.

Aipoly Vision for iOS -- Aipoly has updated their Aipoly Vision app for iOS, an AI image recognition system that aids the blind by saying out 
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loud what the camera sees. The free app has a database of 1000 objects it can recognize; subscribe for $5 per month to use the premium 
5000-and-growing object database. The company’s CES booth had a kitchen display, so I gather it’s intended mainly for objects around the house. 
For the general public, Aipoly’s Poly app will use the same technology to recognize pretty much anything — food on your plate, restaurants you’re 
standing in front of, or nearby monuments — and bring up supplementary information about them. It’s scheduled for May 2017.

Batband Bone Conduction Headphones -- If you need to listen to your phone while leaving your ears free to hear ambient 
noise, bone conduction headsets can transmit the sound directly through your skull to your ears. That’s the premise behind the 
Batband headset, which you wear above your ears, pointing to your temples. Sound quality was audible but not great on the 
very noisy CES show floor. I’d also wonder how comfortable it is for longer periods of time. It’s $199 via their Indiegogo 
campaign or $249 thereafter, and it should ship in July 2017.

  Fireflies Wireless Earbuds -- I’ve seen at least a half-dozen competitors to Apple’s AirPods, but I was 
surprised that nearly all of them were as expensive or more so. I had assumed that Apple was applying a 
healthy markup to the AirPods, but its pricing is entirely competitive. The only cheaper product I found 
was the Fireflies earbuds at $120. That said, if you’re an iPhone user, it’s probably worth the extra $40 for the AirPods for Siri 
integration and Lightning charging.

QuietOn Noise Cancelling Earbuds -- QuietOn brings noise cancellation to an AirPod form factor, with wireless earbuds that provide up to 40 
dB of active and passive noise cancellation. They last 50 hours on a single charge and are designed to be comfortable to sleep in should you need to 
block out someone snoring. They’re available now for $199.

VoiceVibes Public Speaking Trainer -- There’s a common saying that most people fear public speaking more than dying — which is a problem 
since the best way to get good at speaking in public is to do it often. VoiceVibes aims to solve this catch-22 by offering a Web-based training app for 
your speaking. Run your speech through the app, and it will judge you on the liveliness of your tone of voice, speaking speed, and other factors. I 
may try it because I hate the way I sound on podcasts. Later in 2017, VoiceVibes plans to release a VR system that replicates the entire experience of 
speaking before a crowd (for some people, the scariest VR game ever made). VoiceVibes is usually sold only to institutions and organizations, but the 
company has a special offer for TidBITS readers: you can sign up as an individual within 60 days for a 6-month subscription for $30 using code 
CES2017. If you’re reading this after that window, email them at info@voicevibes.com, as they’re not sure what individual pricing plans will look 
like.

Puck iPhone Remote -- Nearly every CES show features many high-tech remote controls aimed at replacing those 
that come with your electronics. What I liked about the Puck is that it’s a low-cost method of upgrading your devices 
one at a time. Each $30 Puck is a small cylinder that rests in front of a particular electronic device and then controls it 
by simulating its infrared remote. You use an iPhone app to control all your Pucks and their associated devices. I have 
a note that a single Puck can control multiple devices if they’re all within line of sight, but I can’t confirm this on the 
company’s Web site; if that’s your intended use, get in touch with them before ordering.

Hudway Glass Heads-Up Display -- When I wrote about the Carrobot C2, a self-contained $500 heads-up 
display for drivers, I was critical of how it replicated so much that your phone was already doing (see “CES 2017: 
Gadget Finds on the CES Show Floor, Days 1 and 2,” 10 January 2017). Someone else clearly had the same 
idea, since the $49 Hudway Glass is essentially an iPhone mount that turns it into a heads-up display. A flip-up 
clear mirror reflects the image on the screen into your eyes while letting you see behind it. Since what you’re 
looking at is a mirror image, you use Hudway’s free iOS app, or one from another developer, to create a view 
that’s oriented correctly in the reflection.

Haiku Bike Clamp Display -- I liked the form factor of the Haiku, a display and remote control for 
your phone that clamps to your bike’s handlebars. The display shows ongoing notifications like route 
directions and messages; a gesture-control system enables you to control your phone or navigate the Haiku 
without taking your eyes off the road or a hand off the handlebars. Currently on Indiegogo for €85, it’s due 
to ship in April 2017 for $99.

Unistellar Augmented Reality Telescope -- One not-well-kept secret about images from NASA is that 
they don’t reflect what you see when you look through a home telescope. Consumer models can make stars 
visible that you otherwise can’t see, but the gorgeous color images that come out of the Hubble are post-processed into the visible color spectrum. 
You can’t get those images from your backyard telescope… unless you’re using the Unistellar lens AI, which does two things: amplifies the light 
your telescope receives and optionally overlays an augmented reality image on top of what you’re seeing to include what the Hubble and other 
telescopes have seen. The augmented reality display also shows pop-up information like constellations and distances that otherwise require an 
astronomy degree. Add Unistellar’s lens to your existing telescope for $1000–$1500 when it’s released in 2018, or use one of Unistellar’s own 
telescopes with it, which will integrate with the AI for automatic positioning.
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Tapp Touch Padlock -- Padlocks are old technology, but if you have to use a number of them, carrying 

around a bunch of keys or memorizing a bunch of number sequences is a drag. The Tapp smart padlock 
instead uses a touch interface and can memorize up to 500 different fingerprints. An iPhone app provides a 
complete history of who has accessed the lock along with time and date stamps. Finally, the rechargeable lock 
works for 18 months on a single 2-hour charge. It will cost $99 when it ships in March 2017.

Federal Bureau of Investigation -- My first thought upon seeing that the FBI had a booth at the show 
was uncharitable, given its dustup with Apple last year (see “Thoughts on Tim Cook’s Open Letter 
Criticizing Backdoors,” 17 February 2016). Happily, the agency was at CES to do community outreach on a more positive topic: helping 
exhibitors secure their demo technology from intellectual property theft and hacking at the show. A special agent was assigned to work the show in 
person, and he was handing out business cards and encouraging people to contact him in case of a suspected intrusion. I hope this helps remind 
manufacturers to keep security in mind at all times, including while developing Internet-connected gadgets. To learn more, contact the FBI and ask 
about its Strategic Partnership for trade show security.

Cardberry -- One dubious aspect of modern retail is that every store wants you to use a loyalty card when you make your purchases. (This 
problem is worse in Las Vegas, where every casino gives you a card to scan when you play, which can make your wallet George Costanza-thick.) 
The Cardberry replaces all loyalty cards with a single card, and unlike previous solutions, can hold an unlimited number of cards by storing the 
information in an iPhone app. This approach does 
require an extra step, though, since you must select the 
appropriate card in the app before using it. For barcode 
scanning, a LED in the card communicates barcode 
information directly back to the scanner and spoofs 
what’s printed on the card. It’s available now for $99, 
which includes a combination card charger and reader (so 
you can scan your other cards). At the booth, the company was showing off a $129 model with a chip reader and writer, which the rep said was 
currently available but not yet on its site. Cardberry doesn’t recommend that you use the $99 model for credit and debit cards due to lower security 
standards than are recommended for banks; it’s unclear whether this has been upgraded in the $129 
model.

Energysquare Wireless Charger -- I’ve seen a number of gizmos that add wireless charging to 
mobile phones and portable electronics, usually via an inductive charging sticker that connects to the 
charging port; you then place the device on a pad to charge. The Energysquare is a little different; 
instead of an inductive approach, its charging bracket has two metal contacts that touch the pad, 
which is more efficient. Currently on Kickstarter, pricing starts at €49 for a pad and five brackets; the 
company expects it to be generally available in May 2017 for $89.

10-Vins D-Vine -- I’m no wine connoisseur, so perhaps I’m missing the reason for D-Vine’s existence. It claims to be an in-home sommelier: 
place one of 10-Vins’ vacuum-sealed flasks in the device, and it reads the flask’s RFID chip and brings the wine to a perfect level of temperature and 
aeration. But it works only with wines supplied by 10-Vins in these flasks, which come in a large variety priced between $3 and $22 per glass. The 
entire device, which will cost $1200 when it ships in September 2017, will only interest wine lovers. But would an oenophile be willing to limit their 
range of available wines, or be unable to provide proper temperature and oxygenation on their own?

Troffee -- I got excited by the Troffee push-button barista system until I was told I was looking at a commercial unit costing $90,000. Drat! But 
the Netherlands-based company claims to have home models that mere mortals can afford on the way later this year. They’ll feature automatic 
preparation of a variety of espresso and coffee beverages and can even add your choice of various syrups.

Parkmatch -- What Uber and Lyft let you do with your car, the France-only Parkmatch service lets you do with the parking space you leave 
behind. It’s Airbnb for your driveway; sign up for the free service to park in private spaces the app will route you to. I can see this being a big deal in 
urban environments if the company ever gets here; the PR rep said that Parkmatch hopes to launch in 
the United States late in 2017 or early 2018. My editor pointed out that there’s a somewhat similar 
service in Chicago, New York, and San Francisco called SpotHero that relies on parking garages instead 
of individual spots.

Kanex GoPower Watch — I didn’t see it at the company’s booth, but Kanex has announced the 
GoPower Watch, a portable battery-powered charging dock for the Apple Watch. It replicates the 
magnetic inductive charging of Apple’s charger and provides 4000 mAh, which is enough juice to 
recharge your watch six times. It also includes a standard USB-A port for powering other peripherals 
and can charge your iPhone simultaneously. It’s available now for $100.
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CES 2017: Cool Products from CES Unveiled

by Jeff Porten
CES kicks off with two days dedicated to press events. The show floor opens on Thursday, but Tuesday and Wednesday are media days, with 

breakout show floors for a “select” group of exhibitors willing to pay a lot of extra money to be at these additional shows, where the media are wined 
and dined with open bars and awesome hors d’oeuvres.

In contrast, from Thursday through Sunday, we in the media trudge across 2.6 million square feet of show floor, waiting in line with 100,000 
other people for $8 hot dogs and overpriced Starbucks.

So news from CES “opening” is really from CES Unveiled, the early breakout event run as part of CES itself. I’ll be attending two similar events 
run by other organizations, and I’m separating out my coverage of these events so you know who’s getting attention because they paid extra to be at 
one of these press shindigs, and who’s catching my attention on the show floor. (To be fair, the primary reason I attend these media 
events is that they’re good for generating stories, despite the hype.)

Sevenhugs Smart Remote -- It could be the one remote to rule them all. Looking like the love child of your TV remote and an 
iPhone, the magic of the Smart Remote is that it figures out what device you’re pointing it at, and automatically shows you the 
proper controls for that device. You can program it to assign certain tasks to objects, so pointing it at the door can call you an Uber, 
or you can use the fireplace as the target when you want to control the thermostat. Currently on Indiegogo for $229 with an 
estimated ship date of August 2017; pre-orders are also being taken on the Sevenhugs Web site for the same price. It will retail for 
$299. They had a working model on the show floor.

  Dring Smartcane -- Need help getting around and worried about falling? Dring’s Smartcane is a walking stick with 
a button that calls for help, a GPS so your family knows where you are, and fall detection. I don’t know if that 
qualifies it as “smart,” but it could be useful for some people. Pricing isn’t set, but will reportedly be “less than $100” 
and “less than $10 per month” for service. It’s due in Europe in September 2017, and in the U.S. sometime later. Perhaps it will also 
conceal a rapier.
  Moen U -- The Moen U wins the prize for “I thought of this three days ago and 
wondered why it doesn’t exist yet.” While I was fiddling with my home shower to get a 
non-scalding, non-freezing temperature, I wondered why we put up with such crude 
controls in the 21st century. Voila! The Moen U has a digital setting, and you can set the 

temperature in the shower or from your iPhone (best done before you get in). Like so much else at CES, 
it’s “coming soon.” Since I rent my home, I had no idea that regular people can just buy showers, so I 
neglected to ask about pricing initially. I later learned that the 2-outlet shower costs $1160 and the 4-outlet shower is $2200. There’ll be more 
information upon release at Moen’s Web site, which has an introductory video in the meantime. And if there’s any Internet of Things device that 
needs good security, it’s clearly this one — no one wants their shower hacked (brr!) or their hygiene habits publicized.

Motiv Ring -- Motiv caught my eye with the first story for why a wearable that isn’t a watch might be useful: sleep 
tracking. Wearing my Pebble at night to track my sleep is annoying; this waterproof titanium ring seems much less 
obtrusive. It also offers the standard array of fitness tracking metrics: heart rate, distance, steps, and caloric estimates; it 
syncs to a free app for the iPhone. It’s available for $199 as a pre-order from Motiv, with shipping in “spring” (that’s in 
the northern hemisphere, as with other seasonal ship dates I’ll mention throughout these CES articles).

Arovia SPUD -- The Spontaneous Pop-Up Display is exactly what it says on the tin: a 24-inch monitor that collapses to the size of a really thick 
paperback book and weighs less than 2 pounds (1 kg). Fully expanded, it’s reminiscent of the shape of a Bondi blue iMac. Screen quality was not 
perfect; the screen display isn’t quite flat and balloons out at the edges a bit. But if you’re the type who wants to take a big external monitor on the 
road, it could work for you. It’s $399 from the company’s Indiegogo campaign and is promised for August 2017. Here’s a video demo.

Mohu’s Untangle.tv -- Untangle.tv is a Web app that polls you for your location and current TV budget, asks you about your viewing habits, 
and then gives you a plan for cutting the cord. Mohu sells over-the-air indoor antennas, so expect the possibility of upsell (its coming-in-April-2017 
Airwave antenna, $150, will share broadcast TV to your Apple TV or iOS device), but if you’re looking to reduce 
your cable bill, Untangle.tv might be a good site to check out.

Giroptic iO -- If you find front and back cameras too limiting, Giroptic can help you out with its 360-degree iO 
camera, which snaps into a Lightning port and works with most recent iOS devices. Take photos, record movies, or 
broadcast live Facebook 360 movies with the included app. $249 on Giroptic’s Web site, where it appears to be 
currently shipping.

TrackR pixel, wallet, and atlas -- I believe Bluetooth tracking devices will be a big deal when the price goes low 
enough to make them ubiquitous. In the meantime, the currently available TrackR bravo isn’t super cheap at $30, 
but it’s the size of a quarter and will locate itself (and whatever you attach it to) on an iPhone app. The TrackR family 
will grow in 2017 with the addition of the smaller TrackR pixel ($25, spring), the credit-card sized TrackR wallet 
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($30, summer), and TrackR atlas (spring, $40 and up), an app and wall plug that lets you map your house so the TrackR locations show up in 
relation to everything else. If only the company would make a tracker small and cheap enough to attach to reading glasses! All TrackR devices share 
their locations with each other, so if you’ve lost something that’s out of your Bluetooth range in an urban area, you’ll be able to find it if other 
TrackR devices are nearby.

FinSIX DART -- If you have a MacBook or MacBook Pro with USB-C or Thunderbolt 3 ports, and you’re looking to 
cut down on your carry weight, check out the DART, a 65-watt laptop charger that’s closer in size to a cell phone charger 
than an Apple adapter and will be adding USB-C this month. It costs $99.

  Cosmo Connected -- Are you a motorcyclist? Cosmo Connected is a brake 
light that attaches magnetically to the back of your helmet, putting a brake light 
at eye level for other drivers. And if you’re in a crash, it notifies authorities of 
your GPS coordinates within 3 minutes. The press release also mentions using it on regular bikes, but 
it’s unclear whether that involves a different device or a software upgrade to the current one. Available 
in May 2017 for $99.

Pico PicoBrew -- I know little about beer and rarely drink, but even I’m impressed by this gadget, which I’m sure was elevator-pitched as “Keurig 
for beer.” $799 gets you a PicoBrew, a five-liter brewing keg, and a five-liter dispensing keg. Add in a brew pack (sold in hundreds of varieties, which 
you can customize), brew the beer, wait a week or so for fermentation, then transfer to the second keg and drink. I have no idea how economical this 
works out to be versus your local microbrew, but it sounds a heck of a lot easier than any other homebrewing I’ve heard about.

Immotor Go -- The original Segway didn’t set the world on fire, but I’m impressed by the finer touches of the much 
smaller and less obtrusive Immotor Go. In one mode, it’s a scooter with a maximum range of 20 miles at a top speed of 20 
miles per hour, but it can also automatically match the pace of other pedestrian traffic around you. In another mode, it can 
follow you on autopilot carrying your bags, or you can steer it with your phone. It folds up to something that’s small enough to 
carry and about the weight of a Kaypro II laptop (27 pounds, in other words). And it has hot-swappable batteries, so you can 
purchase additional batteries and chargers and keep a set at both ends of a commute. I’m unexcited about the possibilities for 
the executives and hipsters they show in their marketing materials, but for someone with limited mobility, it could be a game 
changer. Look for it in March 2017 for $1500.

Stringify -- Finally, although I haven’t had a chance to check it out yet, Stringify sounds to me like the Internet automation service IFTTT on 
steroids (and if you’re not sure what IFTTT does, see “IFTTT Automates the Internet Now, but What Comes Next?,” 20 December 2013). 
IFTTT allows for one condition and one event; Stringify has multiple conditions and creates “macros” for the real world, like “if it’s after 7 PM, my 
motion sensor outside is tripped, and I’m not home, turn on my lights and send me a text.” Better yet, Stringify integrates with IFTTT so one can 
trigger the other and vice versa. Just as with IFTTT, I’m unclear on how Stringify plans to make money.

CES 2017: Gizmos from the PEPCOM Digital Experience
by Jeff Porten

I’m continuing to seek out the most interesting products from CES to share with you, and those mentioned in this article come from the 
PEPCOM Digital Experience, the second of three media-focused events. You’ll see a few icons       in the entries below to indicate that I was given 
something of value by the exhibitor, usually the item I’m describing. I won’t mention every T-shirt, but I think it’s important to note if I’m walking 
away with anything substantial.

Anker PowerCore II 20000 -- Anker’s new PowerCore II 20000 external battery  🎁is worth noting because instead of a single power input, 
you can charge it with two micro-USB inputs from dual wall sockets simultaneously, enabling you to charge the battery twice as fast. It sports a 
20,000 mAh battery that’s reportedly good for seven iPhone 7 charges, but it’s not especially Mac or iPhone specific, with three USB-A ports and 
Qualcomm QuickCharge technology that’s wasted on iPhones. Anker does include, though, smart sensing technology that charges any device at the 
fastest possible speed. It’s available now for $44 from Amazon.

Decibullz Bluetooth Headset -- I’ve seen a few headsets with custom-molded earpieces here, but Decibullz  🎁 is notable for 
being available now and for its current sale price point of $39 for a wired headset and $119 for Bluetooth wireless. Heat up the 
removable eartips in a cup of hot water and then place them in your ears while they’re still warm; they’ll mold to make a tight fit. 
If you need to redo the fit, just repeat with another cup of eartip tea. I was a bit underwhelmed by their loudness during a test run, 
but I was in a loud environment and I need to re-mold the eartips again.

Cotral InspEar Active Earbuds -- The InspEar earbuds sit at the other end of the spectrum from the Decibullz headset. To give you complete 
control over your sound environment, InspEar promises to connect to multiple devices simultaneously and provide noise reduction, physical 30 dB 
sound protection, and internal microphones. Bring up ambient sound and lower background noise, or use them with any particular device you’ve 
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synced to them, and control it all with internal voice recognition to switch between modes. These pricey earbuds are set to cost $700 and won’t be 
available until late 2017. You’ll have to watch for more news — Cotral doesn’t currently provide any more information on its Web site.

Sen.se Peanut Sensor Tags -- Sen.se has been at the show before with their cute Peanut 🎁 Bluetooth tags, each 
of which has different capabilities. I was given a Guard Peanut, which attaches to any item you care about and lets 
you know if it’s moved, with both an audible alarm and a notification to your phone. The upcoming Med Peanut 
attaches to a pill bottle and senses when meds have been taken (or missed), creating a compliance record that you can 
review on your phone and automatically share with your doctor. Both cost $29; the Guard is available now, and the 
Med is due in April 2017.

Griffin Reserve -- Griffin’s Reserve iPhone 7 case may not be notable for its 3000 mAh battery, but you might like that it includes a 3.5mm 
headphone jack. In case you’ve been missing one. Look for it in the second quarter of 2017 for $99.

LaCie Thunderbolt 3 Drives -- Seagate’s LaCie brand has expanded its line of external hard drives with 
Thunderbolt 3 ports for the new MacBook Pro, along with a bump in maximum sizes. The portable LaCie Rugged 
line has hard drives available from 1 TB to 5 TB, starting at $250, and SSDs in either 500 GB or 1 TB, starting at 
$430. The desktop LaCie d2 line ranges from 6 TB to 10 TB and is priced starting at $430. They should be out 
later this month.

ThinOPTICS -- If you regularly find yourself having trouble deciphering a menu because you forgot your 
reading glasses, you might be intrigued by the tiny folding size of ThinOPTICS reading glasses    . They achieve their 
small size by eschewing earpieces; you wear them by attaching them to your nose. An unbreakable rubber bridge 
between the lenses doubles as the nose clamp. The bridge is also where the glasses bend when you put them into either a 
keychain case or a “pod” designed to be attached to the back of your phone case. They’re available now from 
ThinOPTICS or Amazon for $20–$30 in various strengths.

NeoNode AirBar -- Apple says we don’t need a touchscreen on a Mac laptop, but if you’ve found yourself trying to 
tap your MacBook Air’s screen to dismiss a dialog or the like, you’ll have the chance to see if Apple is right or not. The 
jaw-dropping NeoNode AirBar connects to a 13-inch MacBook Air’s USB port and rests at the base of the screen 
where it meets the keyboard. Somehow, this turns the entire display into a touchscreen; NeoNode demoed a live 
MacBook Air accepting touch input and said there was no custom software on the Mac enabling it. Apparently it’s 
done by emulating custom mouse functionality. The AirBar is slated to ship in March 2017 for $99; you can pre-order 
now.

Ahkeo Freedom Bike -- I like the concept of the Freedom Bike, which turns a stationary bicycle with rowing attachments into a 
human-powered generator. Various power and USB ports on the bike allow you to connect your gadgets to it directly or recharge the included 
battery for power afterwards. Ahkeo is working on making agreements whereby you can sell the power you generate back to the grid or donate its 
value to charity, although that will probably depend on where you live. Ahkeo isn’t sure whether it will produce the Freedom Bike itself or license the 
technology elsewhere, but it’s hoping for a release in six months; the show floor had an early prototype.

Setapp -- MacPaw’s Setapp service is going public in late January 2017, and Mac users might want to take notice. Promising to be a “Netflix for 
Mac apps,” a $10-per-month subscription fee gives you complete access to every app in the Setapp library, which will launch with 56 well-known 
Mac apps. Setapp is in private beta now — TidBITS Publisher Adam Engst has been testing it and will write more once it’s available. MacPaw is 
hoping for a virtuous cycle with Setapp: the more subscribers it gets, the more developers MacPaw can attract, leading to more apps in the library 
and enticing even more subscribers.

AmpMe for iOS and Android -- Sometimes you see something that impresses you with its technical brilliance while leaving you wondering 
when it would be useful. Such is the case with the free AmpMe app for iPhone and Android, which simultaneously syncs an unlimited number of 
smartphones and their connected Bluetooth speakers through a proprietary database that calculates latency time across all these devices to make sure 
that whatever is playing syncs perfectly. So if you have a dozen friends with phones and individually mediocre Bluetooth portable players, you could 
use AmpMe put together a pretty loud party or set up a synced music platform across multiple rooms. Or something like that.

HelloMind for iOS -- I’m extremely skeptical of the many hardware and software releases at CES that promise to “train your brain” (frequently 
with some sort of electrically inductive headset), but HelloMind’s hypnotherapy app        at least has the advantage of a free trial. Download the 
free app from the App Store, and you can try out the two included hypnotherapy sessions to see if you think it’s useful or poppycock. If it works for 
you, the app offers a menu of over 200 other in-app purchases promising to eliminate bad habits or reinforce good ones.

Pinn -- I suspect the Pinn        has a smallish target market, but it might be useful for some. The Pinn is essentially a clip-on accessory that lets you 
use your iPhone remotely when it’s otherwise inaccessible: buried in a handbag or backpack, or when you’re biking, running, or engaged in some 
other activity where phone use is unwise. Its LCD readout shows you notifications and incoming calls, a removable earbud allows you to take calls or 
listen to music one-handed, and a microphone allows for voice control back to your phone. Hmm, sounds a lot like an Apple Watch! The Pinn will 
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be available in February 2017, and you can pre-order one now for $99 to save $100 
off the retail price of $199.

Notion.ai -- In the category of “it demoed well, but I haven’t had time to try it” is 
the free Notion email client for iOS and Android, which does a deep dive into any 
Gmail, Office 365, or IMAP email account and provides sophisticated analytics 
about the conversations you’re in, as well as inductive guessing about which email 
messages you’re likely to care about. For example, it can highlight a conversation 
where you’re waiting for a reply or let you know that a particular person has 
historically replied to you within four hours. Whether it can live up to its promise of 
making your inbox conquerable is another question, but I liked what I saw and will 
probably give it a spin.

  Olloclip Lens Sets -- If your iPhone camera doesn’t quite have 
the lens power you want, Olloclip released three different lens 
clip sets you can attach to an iPhone 7 or 7 Plus. The Core set 
includes a Fisheye, Super-Wide, and Macro lens; the Active set 
has a Telephoto and Ultra-Wide lens, and the Macro set has 
macro lenses in three different magnifications. Prices range from 
$80 to $120 and they’re available now. Olloclip was also showing the $50 Pivot, which houses your entire iPhone horizontally 
in a rotating grip with passive image stabilization.

CES 2017: From Laundry to Play-Doh at Showstoppers
by Jeff Porten

My final media-only stop at CES 2017 is Showstoppers, the last of the exhibition halls where exhibitors have anted up more cash and we 
members of the press are fed and watered. But for you, dear readers, it’s all for a good cause, since Showstoppers featured some fascinating products. 
From here on in, I’ll be slogging through miles of corridors with 100,000 others, stopping frequently when the crowds need to gawk at something 
shiny. We’ll see if those stops will bear fruit or merely slow me down in my quest to find more neat gadgets for you; most of the time, crowds gather 
for innovations in exhibitor booth technology rather than what’s actually being demoed.

Foldimate -- CES is famous for bizarre Jetsons technology. This year we have a laundry-folding robot: the Foldimate. Like 
the best Jetsons technology, it isn’t slated to ship for over a year (late 2018), it’s the size of the dryer, and it will cost between 
$700 and $850. And you can’t just dump a load of laundry on top and have it come out folded; instead, you put each item 
into a rack, and then the Foldimate can handle it. You have to really hate folding laundry to buy one of these. For the rest of 
us, just check out this guy’s video.

  eBlocker -- If you’ve gotten your head around the idea of blocking Web ads in your Mac or iPhone 
browser, how about doing it automatically for your entire home network? That’s the premise behind 
eBlocker, a Wi-Fi device that, when deployed on your network, employs deep voodoo to block ads 
and trackers for every other device there, without reconfiguring your base router. I know something 
about networking, and I have no idea how it accomplishes this feat. It’s priced at $219 for the currently available eBlocker Pro 
version, with a $59-per-year subscription after the first year to keep its database of sites to filter up-to-date. If you want more 
control, eBlocker Family will let you create 10 different profiles of sites to allow and block for the various individuals on your 

network — due in February 2017, it will retail for $249 and cost $99 per year for the subscription.
Coros Linx Bone Conduction Bike Helmet -- Riding a bike with your earbuds in so you can’t hear overtaking vehicles 

qualifies as one of the stupider things you can do. Coros has a solution with the Bluetooth-enabled Linx helmet that leaves your 
ears clear and communicates sound to you through your jawbone. A microphone allows for a phone conversation and is shielded 
from the wind by being placed near your forehead. Finally, you can control your phone with a remote you can mount on your 
handlebars. It’s available now for $200, and my editors tell me that the fact that it got a positive review from DC Rainmaker 
means that it’s pretty good.

Cherry MX Board Silent -- There’s a type of keyboard connoisseur who despises the keys in the new MacBooks and misses 
the touch feel of the Apple Extended Keyboard. Cherry has been making keyboards for these people for a while, but those clacky keys make a lot of 
noise. For folks who don’t want to become the pariah of their offices, Cherry has introduced the MX Board Silent, which takes away the noise. It 
will be available later this month for $149. Cherry’s Web site says it’s available only in an “international EU configuration,” but aside from the € 
symbol added to the 5 key (in addition to the %), I can’t tell the difference from a U.S. layout.

Glide CMRA Band for the Apple Watch -- The Apple Watch may have finally brought us Dick Tracy’s two-way wrist radio, but this is the 21st 
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century… what about video calls? That’s one of the features of Glide’s CMRA, which replaces an Apple Watch band with 
one that has both a front-facing and forward-facing camera. Glide has released a software development kit for these cameras, 
so additional functionality can be built into other video apps, alongside what the CMRA’s own software can do. The 
charging stand does double duty, charging both the CMRA band and the Apple Watch. It’s due in “Spring” for $249, but 
you can pre-order for $169 until 9 January 2017.

Cameras on Your Glasses: PogoCam and SunnyCam -- If lifting your wrist seems like too much effort, how about a 
camera that attaches to your eyeglasses? PogoTec’s PogoCam connects magnetically to the earpiece of special prescription 
glasses or sunglasses; PogoTec is working with several manufacturers to make lines of eyewear that can 
hold the PogoCam but look stylish regardless. Don’t expect to film all day; PogoCam’s capacity is 100 
photos or 2 minutes of 720p video. It’s due in Spring 2017 for $149. For athletes, 2 minutes of video is 
nothing, so check out SunnyCam’s Activ, Sport, and Xtreme sunglasses, which embed a video 
camera in the nosepiece of well-designed 
sunglasses. They can record over 11 hours of 
video, albeit with recharging, since they can only 
record for 1 hour at a time. SunnyCam’s glasses 
range from £120 to £150 and are available now, 
at least in the UK.

ZVOX Accuvoice -- I often watch TV with closed captions turned on because a fair amount of the time I can’t make out what’s being said well 
enough. If you’re in the same boat, you might want to try a ZVOX AccuVoice, a speaker bar for your TV that uses hearing aid technology to 
enhance the frequencies of dialog, so they can be heard clearly even when the overall volume is set low. It’s available now for $250.

Yubico YubiKey 4, 4 Nano, and 4C -- Two-factor authentication is becoming an increasingly necessary method of ensuring your accounts can’t 
be compromised with a cracked or guessed password. (If you’re unclear on what two-factor authentication is, Joe Kissell explains it well in “Take 
Control of Your Passwords.”) Yubico’s      various YubiKey USB products store cryptographic keys that can be used as one of your two factors, 
after some setup with the various services you use. In general, use of a YubiKey changes an account from “anyone with a password can use it” to 
“only people who have approved keys can log in.”

YubiKey seems to have done everything it could to make two-factor authentication as easy as possible, but that’s still nowhere near simple. I’ve 
spent twenty minutes reading the YubiKey documentation trying to summarize the service, and even though I understand the concepts, I don’t feel 
like I grasp the company’s implementation, and I wouldn’t recommend its products to someone who didn’t have some technical knowledge. 
Beyond that, there’s avoiding the “losing your factor” problem (see Glenn Fleishman’s “Dancing the Two-Step: Coping with the Loss of a 
Second Factor,” 28 August 2013), and the short answer appears to be this: You don’t buy one YubiKey, you buy two or three and hide the extras 
safely. YubiKey’s USB options are the stick-like 4 ($40), the tiny 4 Nano ($50) which seats nearly flush and is designed to be left in the port, and the 
upcoming 4C ($50) for USB-C ports (due in February 2017). One important limitation to keep in mind is that for Web logins, YubiKey doesn’t 
support Safari.

Stern Pinball -- When I was a kid, I knew that when I grew up, I’d have a basement filled with classic pinball machines 
(and not knowing that owners had free-play buttons, I also envisioned a large bucket of quarters). Now it’s 2017, and I’m 
just glad that Stern is still making the darn things after the rest of the industry collapsed. If you want to live up to my 
childhood dreams, there’s the new Batman ’66 game available starting at $8599, but for less expensive and more mobile 
pinball play, try the free Stern Pinball Arcade for iOS (it’s also available for other platforms, like PlayStation 4), which 
features two free playtables a month, and lets you get about a dozen others as in-app purchases.

Seed-Up Moore “Infinite” USB Stick -- Seed-Up pitches an impossibility: a USB flash drive with an “infinite” amount 
of storage, even when it’s offline. In fact, the Moore stick is a 64 GB USB flash drive with onboard AI tasked with figuring 
out what you’re going to need and when. In theory, it uploads anything you’re not using to Backblaze storage and 
downloads anything you’re going to need. It currently works with Macs, and Seed-Up plans to release an iOS app as well 
because the hardware already works with the USB-to-Lightning adapters the company has tested. It’s due in July 2017 for 
between $40 and $70, which includes a six-month subscription to unlimited Backblaze storage, with pricing of “less than $9” per month after that. 
Obviously, how well it works will depend on the quality of that AI. I’m curious to know if I’ll see “∞ GB available” in the Finder.

GeniCan -- I would have thought that a smart trashcan that helps you buy more of things you’ve used up would be as silly as a laundry-folding 
robot, but GeniCan’s demo (watch it on their site) impressed me out of my jaded predispositions. GeniCan is a barcode scanner that clamps to the 
side of a standard trash can, and you use it to scan packages as you’re tossing them in the garbage or recycling — it automatically adds the scanned 
product to your shopping list. If there’s no barcode to scan, GeniCan asks you what you’re throwing out and uses voice recognition to add it to your 
list. So, if you’ve just finished a roll of paper towels, just hold the cardboard tube in front of the scanner and say “paper towels.” Items you scan get 
added to a shopping list app that runs on iOS or Android devices, and you can optionally set them for automatic ordering from Amazon. It will ship 
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in March 2017 for $149; you can save $25 by pre-ordering.

Play-Doh Touch Shape to Life Studio -- This product is not new, 
having been in some Apple Stores for two months already, but I was 
astounded by Play-Doh’s Touch Shape to Life Studio, which is 
functionally a 3D scanner designed for a 5-year-old. Mold a Play-Doh 
creature and put it on the studio pad, take a picture of it with an iPad, and 
the thing comes to life in a 3D environment on the iPad, where it cavorts 
with the other creatures you’ve already scanned. Considering the dozens of 
3D scanners I’ve seen that require an engineering degree to comprehend, I 
was blown away by the ease of use. It’s only $40 at a retail Apple Store or from Apple’s Web site.

Apple Working on ARM-Based Power Nap Chip -- Mark Gurman and Ian King have reported in Bloomberg that Apple is working on a new 
ARM-based chip for future Macs that would manage Power Nap functionality. Power Nap enables recent Macs to perform certain tasks even while 
asleep, such as checking for new email messages, syncing iCloud data, and updating software, and the rumored new chip would reduce Power Nap’s 
already low energy usage. This story has fueled speculation that Apple will dump Intel CPUs for ARM-based processors like those it makes for its 
many non-Mac devices. However, nothing in this news indicates such a significant shift yet — this chip would merely supplement the core Intel 
processor’s capabilities, much like the ARM chip that controls the Touch Bar in the 2016 MacBook Pro.

Setapp Offers Numerous Mac Apps for One Monthly Subscription Fee -- Even if you’re leery of software subscriptions, Adam Engst explains 
why the multi-app Setapp service could be a good deal for both users and developers

Apple Versus Amazon in the Smart Home Race -- Stephen Nellis of Reuters has penned an article examining the difference in how Apple and 
Amazon approach home automation. Hardware manufacturers who want to sell HomeKit devices must include special chips and produce their 
accessories in Apple-approved factories. After that, manufacturers must send their devices to Apple for a lengthy approval process. By comparison, 
getting a device to work with Amazon’s Alexa personal assistant requires just a software review. Getting a “Works with Alexa” label requires hardware 
testing, but that can be done by a third-party lab and takes no more than 10 days. As a result, Alexa threatens to overwhelm HomeKit with the 
number of compatible devices, but Apple’s approach leads to easier setup, higher security, and better compatibility. Also, Apple HomeKit devices do 
not require an Internet connection, which improves both security and response times.

Apple Joins the Partnership on AI -- Apple has officially joined a group called “Partnership on AI” as a founding member, alongside other major 
tech firms like Amazon, Facebook, Google, IBM, and Microsoft. Also joining the board of trustees are representatives of non-profit groups, including 
the American Civil Liberties Union, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence, MacArthur Foundation, OpenAI, Peterson Institute 
of International Economics, and UC Berkeley. The stated goals of the partnership are to support best practices for, advance understanding of, and 
create an open platform for discussion about artificial intelligence. Given Apple’s tendency toward secrecy, it will be interesting to see what role it will 
take in the group. Regardless, considering the promise and risks associated with artificial intelligence, it’s good to see tech giants and non-profits 
coming together in this way.

Apple Releases macOS Sierra 10.12.3, iOS 10.2.1, tvOS 10.1.1, and watchOS 3.1.1 -- Apple has updated all of its operating systems, with the 
macOS Sierra 10.12.3 update addressing the serious bug introduced in 10.12.2 that caused Preview to delete OCR text layers in PDF files.

JetBlue Offering Free In-flight Wi-Fi -- Budget airline JetBlue is now offering free, in-flight Wi-Fi on flights within the continental United States 
via its Fly-Fi service. The service is sponsored by Amazon and encourages travelers to sign up for Amazon Prime to stream movies and TV shows 
from Amazon Prime Video. Fly-Fi operates over a Ka-band satellite connection that promises 15–30 Mbps, which JetBlue claims is faster than the 
Ku-band and ground-to-air technologies offered by competitors. With any luck, JetBlue’s move will push other airlines to improve in-flight Wi-Fi 
and reduce prices.

“Fruitfly” Mac Malware Uses Old Code -- A new piece of malware, dubbed “Fruitfly” by Apple, is floating around the Mac universe. Fortunately, 
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Apple has released a silent update to protect against it. But the analysis by Malwarebytes Labs is fascinating — Fruitfly consists of a hodgepodge of old 
code, some possibly dating back decades, including chunks written in the Perl and Java programming languages. Malwarebytes discovered that 
Fruitfly also runs on the Linux operating system, meaning that it’s possible that it was originally Linux malware that was adapted for the Mac.
Run Ookla Speedtest from Your Menu Bar -- For a quick test of your Internet connection’s performance, try Ookla’s Speedtest app for the Mac, 
which lets you perform ad-free speed tests with just a couple of clicks.

Why We Should Care about the Consumer Reports MacBook Pro Rating -- Reviewers have a responsibility to understand how their testing 
differs from consumer use when problems arise because introducing confusion into the world reduces trust in technology journalism as a whole.

Final Cut Pro X 10.3.2, Compressor 4.3.1, and Motion 5.3.1 -- Apple has updated its lineup of professional video editing apps, releasing Final 
Cut Pro X 10.3.2, Compressor 4.3.1, and Motion 5.3.1 with improved performance when exporting H.264 files and changing frame rate for all 
three apps.

Final Cut Pro X 10.3.2 now enables you to add custom folders of audio files to the Sound Effects browser, ensures audio meters retain custom 
width after relaunch, resolves an issue in which secondary storylines with mixed roles could overlap in the timeline, and fixes a bug that could prevent 
burning Final Cut Pro projects to DVD via Apple’s USB SuperDrive.

Compressor 4.3.1 corrects the application of the Fade In/Fade Out filter when using distributed encoding, ensures disc name and titles are 
correctly displayed when using languages with double-byte characters (such as Japanese and Simplified Chinese), fixes a bug where marker buttons 
on the Touch Bar of the new MacBook Pro may display incorrectly, and respects location paths when using Compressor via Terminal.

Motion 5.3.1 improves stability when using multiple camera behaviors and fixes some stability-related bugs: when using the Timecode text 
generator, when the cursor rolls over markers during playback, and when using the nudge keyframe shortcut. (All three apps receive free updates. 
Otherwise, Final Cut Pro X, $299.99 new, 2.97 GB, release notes, 10.11.4+; Compressor, $49.99 new, 445 MB, release notes, 10.11.4+; 
Motion, $49.99 new, 2.31 GB, release notes, 10.11.4+)

Clearing up Confusion about Netflix and the TV App
by Josh Centers

AppleInsider caused a bit of a stir when it reported that the TV app for iOS and tvOS now supports playing Netflix content. As you may recall, 
Netflix hasn’t yet agreed to integrate with the TV app (see “tvOS 10.1 Unifies the Apple TV Experience with “TV” App,” 12 December 2016). 
However, the AppleInsider report is correct that you can indeed find and stream Netflix content from the TV app. But TechCrunch’s Matthew 
Panzarino correctly pointed out that such functionality has been there from the launch of the TV app.

So what’s the deal? Netflix doesn’t work with TV, but it also does work? It’s a bit like the famous Schrödinger’s cat thought experiment, in which a 
cat in a box is simultaneously alive and dead. But unlike quantum mechanics, there’s a simple answer to this conundrum.

From the launch of the fourth-generation Apple TV, tvOS search results have presented multiple ways to view content, 
assuming the content provider has integrated with Apple’s search engine. Netflix was an early partner in this, so if you 
searched for, say, “The Walking Dead,” the content listing would give options to watch the show in AMC, iTunes, or 
Netflix.

That data has been available to Apple since tvOS’s launch, and it has grown as Apple has added additional partners. The 
TV app is primarily a new graphical front end for this data, but content providers have to sign on for the new functionality the TV app offers, such 
as:

Movie and show recommendations
Placement in the Up Next queue
The app being featured inside the TV app
That’s the stuff Netflix hasn’t agreed to. Why not is anyone’s guess, but I suspect it involves fears of watering down the Netflix brand. I’ve heard 

speculation that it’s due to data collection, but that doesn’t make much sense since the TV app opens content inside the content provider’s app, 
which could collect whatever data was desired. I think it’s more likely that Netflix doesn’t want to be just another player in an interface that blurs the 
lines between content providers.

But if I search inside the TV app for the Netflix-only “Stranger Things,” it not only offers the 
show, but also lists episodes and lets me play them in Netflix in a single tap. That’s because TV is 
drawing upon that search functionality that’s been there from the beginning. Netflix is fine with 
you using Siri to find Netflix content but wants you to browse inside its own app.

However, that search also now works in iOS. Why? Because when the TV app debuted in iOS 
10.2, Apple integrated iOS’s Siri search data with tvOS’s Siri data. In iOS 10.1, if you asked Siri to 
show you James Bond movies, it would show a random assortment of movies. Perform the same 
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Siri search in iOS 10.2, and it works just as it does in tvOS.

This confusion illustrates just how tricky content deals can be. Since the Siri Remote’s Home 
button features the same icon as the TV app, it’s reasonable to assume that Apple planned the 
TV app to be the original front end for tvOS. But Apple probably hit a snag in negotiations 
and had to scrap those plans in order to launch. In the meantime, Apple used the Siri search 
functionality as a way to aggregate content until it could work out enough deals to make the 
TV app useful. When Apple had enough partners on board for the TV interface, the company 
decided to launch, even if Netflix wasn’t on board.

In the meantime, “Take Control of Apple TV” should help you resolve any other 
conundrums you discover in the tvOS interface.

Run Ookla Speedtest from Your Menu Bar
by Adam C. Engst 

If you’re like me, you don’t care how fast your Internet connection is… until it clearly isn’t working as it should be. That’s when I load a Web site 
like Speedtest.net or Netflix’s Fast.com to see what’s going on. Often, the answer is “something’s whacked,” and I restart first our AirPort Extreme, 
and if that doesn’t fix the problem, the Arris cable modem provided by Spectrum (previously Time Warner Cable). Those restarts almost always 
bring my Internet connection back to full speed. I find that annoying, since I would hope that the manufacturers could have anticipated and 
integrated such a simple fix, but also good, since more complex problems require a long call to Spectrum support.

But it all comes down to that speed test, and while I appreciate Ookla’s 
Speedtest service, I’m not wild about the ads on the site, particularly the sketchy 
ones for MacKeeper and similar products that can be difficult to distinguish from 
the site’s own interface. There are plenty of other services and tools to choose 
from, and I’ve availed myself of some of them over the years, but I need to 
perform such tests infrequently enough that I usually find myself going back to 
Speedtest.net, since it’s the one I can remember. (The main tests I ran across 
while researching this article include the SourceForge Speed Test, Measurement 
Lab’s Network Diagnostic Test, the Speakeasy Speed Test, and DSLReports’ 
Speed Test. They all reported virtually the same performance, though I liked the 
interface and recommendations from the SourceForge test the most.)

So I was pleased to see that Ookla has now come out with a free Speedtest app for the Mac (10.10 Yosemite and later) that lives in your menu bar 
and enables you to run a speed test with two clicks.

Once it’s installed from the Mac App Store, you may need to launch it from 
your Application folder to get it to appear in your menu bar. Click its menu bar 
icon to open the test window, and click again on the big “Go” circle. Speedtest 
starts running its tests and reports the results in the same window. To repeat the 
test, click Go again. The Speedtest app remembers your test results, and you can 
see your high speed, average speed, and the last three results by clicking the 
silhouette button in the upper-right corner of the window. For events further 
back in the past, click Result History.

If you want to quit the app, you can click Quit Speedtest on this screen, which 
is an odd place to hide the command. Luckily, you can also just press 
Command-Q at any point.

Perhaps my favorite feature of the Speedtest app is that it continues to run its 
tests even if you switch to another app. The Speedtest window disappears, but it 
reports its results with a banner notification.

My primary criticism revolves around Ookla’s decision to make Speedtest a 
menu–bar-only app. Although it isn’t particularly CPU-hungry, it does seem to consume 1–2 percent of CPU usage on my 27-inch Retina iMac 
while inactive, and 5–9 percent while running a test. Given how infrequently I need to run speed tests, I’ll probably quit Speedtest after using it rather 
than let it slow my iMac down, however imperceptibly.

Regardless, if you prefer apps to Web sites, the Speedtest app for the Mac is worth a look. It’s free, easy to use, and doesn’t clutter its interface with 
ads.
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Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus’ Tips
Getting More Out of Your Toolbar

You probably know you can choose View-->Customize Toolbar to add or remove items from the Toolbar:

What you probably don’t know is that you can also add any folder or file to your Toolbar by holding down the Command key when you drag the 
item onto the Toolbar. In the figure above, I’ve added the Dropbox and Work folders to my Toolbar, making it easy for me to drag files or folders 
onto them or open them with a click. 

The Command key is also the key to other useful Toolbar tricks. For one, you can rearrange the items on the toolbar while the Customize 
Toolbar overlay is open, but it’s often faster to press the Command key and rearrange your Toolbar icons without bothering with the Customize 
Toolbar overlay.

The Command key is also the key to removing items without first invoking the Customize Toolbar overlay. To get rid of an item, press the 
Command key and drag it off the Toolbar; when you release the mouse button the item will disappear with a satisfying “poof.” 

Here’s one final Toolbar tip before we move on: If you often forget what your Toolbar icons mean, choose Icon and Text from the pop-up Show 
menu in the lower left corner of the Customize Toolbar overlay. This will display the item’s name below its icon, as shown on the left below:
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 Or, hover the pointer over any item in the Toolbar for a few seconds and its description appears as a tool tip (Perform tasks with the selected items 

in the figure below).

One last thing: If you try to drag a file or folder to the Toolbar and it won’t stick, chances are you’re trying to drag an alias. You can’t do that. 
Instead, find the original file by clicking on the alias and choosing File-->Show Original or Command + R, and then dragging the original file onto 
the Toolbar.

A Pair of Inexpensive, Productivity-Enhancing Apps (for your Mac) 
I’ve always been obsessed with finding the fastest, easiest, or most elegant way of doing something, so many of my favorite Mac (and iOS) apps are 

simple, inexpensive utilities that help me do one thing better, faster, or more elegantly. I added a dynamic duo of such utilities to my Mac 
productivity arsenal earlier this year; today I wouldn’t want to use my Mac without them.

MOOM = MOVE AND ZOOM WINDOWS MOUSELESSLY
Moom is a $9.99 app that manages windows on your Mac. I mostly use it to memorize the on-screen placement 

of windows from multiple apps so I can instantly restore my favorite screen layouts with a single keystroke. I used to 
spend time every day rearranging the windows on my screen until they were just so. Today, after I get the windows 
on my screen(s) to be “just so,” I ask Moom to memorize the layout so I can recall it whenever I like with a single 
keystroke.

I have a 27-inch display connected to my MacBook Pro that I use as my main monitor, using the MBP's 
built-in 15-inch Retina display as a second display. I like to keep three windows open on that screen at all times—

Activity Monitor, iTunes, 
a n d Z o n e B o x ( m y 
pomodoro timer/manager), 
and I like to see them in the same location on the smaller 
screen at all times. Sadly, no version of macOS so far has 
managed to convince windows to open in the same place on 
the same screen every time. Left to its own devices, macOS 
usually opened those windows somewhere on the larger 
screen.
  The three windows move to a different location of their own 
volition almost every day after I quit or crash one of the three 
apps, change screen resolutions, or restart or log out of my 
account. Moom lets me save a custom window arrangement 
and recall it with a keyboard shortcut (Control+0), which 
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instantly resizes all three windows (if necessary) and rearranges them just the way I like them on my smaller screen:

 I press Control+0 and the windows on the smaller screen are instantly arranged exactly the way I like them!
I have two displays, so another feature I use all the time relocates the active window from one display to the other with a keystroke (Control + 5). 

In the blink of an eye, the active window jumps from one screen to the other. Then, if I press 
Control+5 again, it will jump back to its original location. 

I also have shortcuts that instantly move the active window to one of the screen's corners 
(Control + 1, 3, 7, and 9). Just some of my Moom keyboard shortcuts.

I also love being able to move and resize windows without touching the mouse (keyboard 
shortcut Control+ )̀, yet another of Moom’s many excellent tricks.

When I press Control + ̀ , I can move or resize the active window from the keyboard, without touching the mouse!
One satisfied user calls Moom the, “Best. App. Ever.” I’m not sure I’d go quite that far, but for ten bucks I consider it a bargain, and one that saves 

me time and effort almost every day.
MenuMate=Your Menu Bar Wherever You Click!

MenuMate is a $4.99 Mac app that puts the menu bar for the active app right under your cursor, wherever it may be on the 
screen.
  I believe keyboard shortcuts are far faster than reaching for 
the mouse and moving the cursor up to a menu. And, since 
many menu items don’t come with keyboard shortcuts, and 
there are many apps I don’t use often enough to know their 
keyboard, I find MenuMate indispensable in both situations. 
Once installed, it hangs out in the background waiting for 
you to summon it. When you do, via either a keyboard 

shortcut or programmable mouse button, the menu bar appears wherever you click.
 When I invoke MenuMate while using iTunes, its entire menu bar appears 

beneath the cursor.
I mostly use mouse button #3 on my Logitech MX Master mouse —the one 

under the scroll wheel—to invoke MenuMate, and I find it incredibly handy. Having 
every item in every menu available wherever I click is an awesome thing.

More Info:
Moom by ManyTricks. $9.99. ManyTricks web site • Mac App Store 

MenuMate by ZipZapMac. $4.99. ZipZapMac web site • Mac App Store 

Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus

 Reprinted with Bob LeVitus’ permission. Sign up for the Working Smarter for Mac Users NL to get Bob’s tips delivered directly to your email box.
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Reviews
Terragen 4 Pro

by L. Davenport

I have a lot of 3-D content consisting of people, animals, fantasy creatures, aliens, robots, vehicles of all sorts, buildings, and towns. These are fun 
to pose into interesting combinations, 
but no scene is complete without a 
landscape and sky to surround them. 
That’s where Terragen comes into play.

Terragen is a program that helps you 
create photorealistic (real or fantasy) 
landscapes and planets. It has been used 
for visual effects in more than 30 
feature films (including the last two 
Star Wars movies and X-Men 
Apocalypse) as well as numerous major 
TV productions (including Agents of 
S .H. I .E .L .D. and Nat iona l 
Geographic's new Mars series).  It has 
also been used in game development, 
VR environments, museum exhibits, 
documentaries, and more. But don’t let 
this scare you off, it has been used very 
successfully by non-professionals too (if 
you do a Google search, you will find 
hundreds of Terragen created images). 

Node Network
At first look, Terragen may seem to 

be a little intimidating. I know it did for 
me when I first opened the program. I saw the screen divided in 
half with a 3-D preview window on top and a Node Network 
window on the bottom (Figure 1). The node network window is 
filled with rectangles (called nodes) that have interconnecting lines 
(Figures 1 & 10). I wondered if I would ever get the hang of the 
node network. But after working my way through the Geek at Play 
video tutorials and a few other third-party tutorials, I soon felt 
comfortable using the node network.

The node network provides an intuitive way of working with 
complex functions and operations. There are different node 
categories: Atmosphere, Cameras, Lighting, Objects, Renderers, 
Shaders, Terrain, and Water. What’s nice is that quite a lot can be 
created without even accessing the node network. But you really do 
want to use it to fine-tune your images.

Terragen uses Heightfelds and Procedural Data to create  
landscapes, mountain ranges etc. Did I just lose you? I have 
included a couple of explanations that show the difference between 
the two:

Figure 1. This is the Terragen work window that shows a rough 3-D preview of my scene at the 
top, the Node Network view at the bottom, and the preferences along the left side of the window.

Figure 2. I used Terragen’s Populate option to add a row of pine trees on the 
far side of the lake and up the hill. I also added scattered grass around the lake 
and in the foreground. All this was created from a single pine tree and two 
different strands/clumps of grass. The stones in the foreground were created 
using Terragen’s “Fake Stones” displacement shader.
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Heightfield Terrains 

A Heightfield is an image that describes altitude. They are used to create 
mountains and mountain ranges - but they are limited in detail and the 
amount of area that they cover. 

These images are typically greyscale. The white areas represents the 
highest point, black the lowest, and the various shades of gray represent 
in-between elevations (Figure #3). These Heightfields can be used to 
create everything from very tall mountains all the way down to riverbeds. 

Terragen will create random Heightfields for you or you can create 
Heightfield files using programs like Carrara that has a simple terrain 
creator as part of its program [PC users can use a program like World 
Machine]. They can also be created by hand in an art program and then 
imported into Terragen.

If you don’t have a program that can create Heightfields and you don’t 
want to make them by hand, you can go to a website like the US 
Geologic Survey's National Map web site and download (for free) 
Digital Elevation Maps (DEMs) of real world locations that you can use 
in Terragen (some file conversion may be necessary).  

Most of their DEMs come with latitude and longitude coordinates or 
you can add them manually. If you want, 
Terragen can use this info with its automatic 
Geo Referencing function to place the 
DEMs at their appropriate location on the 
planet. 

Procedural terrains 
Instead of being limited to one area (like Heightfields), Procedural terrains cover the whole planet and can display a large range of scale at high 

detail. Procedurals are generated from mathematical formula or algorithms.
Fractals are a type of procedural that uses mathematical input to portray very large ranges of scale - everything from pebbles to mountains. So if 

you aren’t satisfied with your landscape, you can change the input values and your mountain range will take on a whole new look. 
Don’t worry if you are mathematically-challenged. You don’t have to know math to use the Procedurals - Terragen does the calculations and 

automatically creates the landscape for you. Once created, you can keep them as-is or plug in new numbers to modify them. Or, since they are 
unlimited in the amount of area they cover, scan over the planet until you find the mountain and valley terrain that suits your needs.

When you start your first scene, Terragen by default creates a whole planet for you to manipulate. Even if you only want to focus on one small 

Figure 3. The image on the left is a Heightfield (height map) that 
was created in Carrara (from a few squiggly lines that I added to a 
black-and-white Heightfield image). I saved it and then brought it 
into Terragen. The picture on the right shows the resulting 
(untextured) mountain range that was created (I had to zoom way 
out so you can see the whole Mountain range). Once imported, 
they can be left as-is or can be integrated into the terrain that you 
create using Terragen’s terrain creating tools.

Figure 4. To give an example of a Heightfield image being used, I created a desolate planet scene using a Heightfield image of 
Mount Hood (that I found on the Internet - its image is on the left). Once I placed it exactly where I wanted it in the scene, I 
slightly adjusted its height and width, added a lot of stones to the ground, and then colorized everything including the haze. To 
finish the scene, I added a second planet along with surrounding rings. Opinion: Integrating a Heightfield image into my scene 
was surprisingly easy to accomplish. I liked that the Heightfields don’t remain a fixed size once they are imported. This gives you 
the ability to modify them to suit your needs.

https://viewer.nationalmap.gov/launch/
https://viewer.nationalmap.gov/launch/
https://viewer.nationalmap.gov/launch/
https://viewer.nationalmap.gov/launch/
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part of the planet, having the whole globe is beneficial in providing realism to you scene. For instance, it will give you a properly curved atmosphere. 
Also, with the planet being curved, you get a realistic drop-off at the horizon, versus a non-ending flat plane. 

Lighting 
Terragen lets you add realistic sunlight (from one or multiple suns), local and spot light sources, global illumination, and ambient occlusion to 

your scenes.
The quality of global illumination or ambient 

occlusion can be adjusted to find the right 
trade-off between render times and lighting 
quality.

HDR environments rendered by Terragen 4 
can be used as image-based light sources and 
reflection environments in other renderers.

Clouds & Atmosphere 
A sunset would be boring if there were no 

clouds for the sunlight to bounce off of. 
Terragen can create virtually any (realistic 
looking) type of cloud, from wispy stratus and 
cirrus, to fluffy cumulus and towering 
thunderheads, or even fog and mist. Once 
created, you can control the look of your clouds 
and atmosphere, including strength, color, red 
shift, haze density, etc (Figure 6 & 8). 

 You can even use the cloud feature to create 
beautiful nebulas as shown in Figure 7 or add sophisticated effects like “god-rays” to your scene. All of this can be visualized in real-time with the 
new Ray Traced Preview (RTP) for instant feedback.

Water
No terrain creating program would be complete without the ability to add water to the scenes. The creators of Terragen gave Terragen the ability 

to create rivers, lakes, and even oceans (Figure 1 & 8). You should see the great beach scenes that have been created using Terragen. Breathtaking!

Populators
You can import 3-D objects into Terragen to 

enhance the look of your scenes. So for example, 
you can add a castle to the top of a mountain or 
add a boat to the lake or river in your scene. But 
you aren’t limited to adding one item at a time. 
You can use the Populator tool to add a sky full 
of birds or a meadow full of grazing animals.

Populators allow you to quickly cover large 
areas with as many copies of an object as you 
want. So with a few key-strokes you can use 
Populators to create meadows, rocky wastelands, 
or you can take a single tree and create a whole 
forest. But if you want to make your forests look 
more realistic, you can fill your forest with 
separate populations created from different types 
of trees (you aren’t limited to just one population 
in a particular area).

If you don’t like the placement of the 
trees/objects (particularly the ones closest to the 

Figure 6. Terragen comes with a wide variety of customizable clouds – everything from 
low-level Cumulus clouds, to high level Cirrocumulus clouds. Since they are also 3-D, the 
rays of the sun colorize them just like in real life.

Figure 5. I like being able to add 3D objects & characters (like this 4 armed alien riding a 
beast), into a scene created in Terragen.
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camera), there are editing tools that you can use to move each object’s 
location or rotate your objects so all your trees, rocks, etc. don’t look the 
same. The scale controls let you increase or decrease the size of your 
imported objects. The Lean controls let you lean your trees or objects away 
from the default vertical position, such as having a leaning tree poking out 
from the side of the cliff. On top of this, there are Distribution Controls 
that let you specify the a mount of area/terrain that is to be covered and 
how far apart one object is to be placed from the other. So for example, you 
can have a lush field of grass or just have grass lightly scattered about a 
rocky surface as shown in the foreground of Figure 2.

Content Library 
If there is an imported or generated Project, Object, Image, Heightfield, 

Clip, etc. that you know you will want to use more than once, you can add 
them to Terragen’s Library for quick retrieval (Figure 9).  

You can add description tags (which are searchable ) to the Library 
content, select favorites for quick reference, customize the preview images, 
and much more. You can add content to the library one item at a time or you have Terragen scan entire folders and subfolders to quickly build your 
library. 

The content library comes with bundled preset content, including surface shaders, terrains, clouds, 20 high quality plant models etc., to help you 
quickly and easily get started on building your scene. 

Some of the first things I added to my Library were all of the free plants and trees that I downloaded from the Xfrog web site (they usually have 
around 36 free downloadable samples available in around 14 different file formats. So now, whenever I need a plant, I simply locate it in my 
Terragen Library and import it into my scene. BTW: In the past, they would rotate the available freebees. I have quite a stockpile of trees, bushes, 
flowers, etc. because of this. Those interested, would be smart to occasionally check the Xfrog web site to see if they start rotating the freebees again. 

Ray-Traced Preview
Depending on your computer’s speed, the new Ray-Traced Preview (RTP) provides almost instant feedback as you work on your objects, shaders, 

atmosphere and lighting, allowing you to fine-tune your scenes much more quickly and easily.

Cameras
Terragen implements an intuitive and realistic camera system based on physical camera attributes, including Focal Length and Aperture. Simple 

but powerful controls are available for 
motion blur as well as depth of field, 
allowing you to create consistent effects that 
integrate well with real footage or other 
renderer output. You can have as many 
cameras as needed in your scenes and easily 
switch between them. You can even use 
cameras to drive other effects such as texture 
“front projection” or geometry area of 
export.

Alternate camera modes allow you to 
render in orthographic or spherical modes, 
or with a fisheye perspective. These are 
useful for dome rendering scenarios and 
other special use cases. With native stereo 
camera support, Terragen 4 is equally 
capable in VR production and stereo film 
work. Stereo options are included for every 
camera and allow you to easily move to a 
stereo workflow without changing other 

Figure 8. This scene was created when I followed the Geek at Play’s “Rock Island” tutorial. It 
was a lot of fun placing all of the pine trees and bushes on several outcroppings and on top of the 
very tall rock island. BTW: it’s a little hazy, but that’s how it’s supposed to be.

Figure 7. The clouds that Terragen can make aren’t just for 
populating the day and evening skies. They can also be used to 
create beautiful space nebulas (this is one of the scenes that is 
included with the Terragen package).

http://xfrog.com/category/samples.html?Affiliate=planetside
http://xfrog.com/category/samples.html?Affiliate=planetside
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aspects of your setup. 

Animation 
A while back, Terragen 

was divided into “Creative” 
and “Pro” versions that came 
with or without animation. 
Planetside has changed this, 
so now the animation feature 
is automatically available in 
both versions. 

The animation features 
can be used to create fly 
through’s of your scene or 
time lapse effects. You can 
animate everything from the 
sun and clouds, to object  
and camera movement. 
Almost every parameter in a 
Terragen project can be 
animated over time. 

The Animation module 
includes a complete 
timeline and key frame 
editor, allowing you to see a 
visual representation of the 
animated parameters. A 
curve editor is also included where you can directly adjust key frame values on a plotted motion curve.

Render 
Terragen has an advanced hybrid micropolygon and ray tracing renderer. Throughout your creation process, you can tap the Render button to 

see if your scene is progressing in the way that you want. The settings are generally set low so the test render processes rather quickly. But you can 
make different Renderers (with higher quality settings and sizes) so that during or when you are finished modifying your scene, you can render a 
higher quality image or animation.  

Terragen can render surfaces with extreme procedural displacement and it produces images and animations with production quality anti-aliasing 
and motion blur. The renderer is also multi-threaded so it will take advantage of multi-core and multi-processor computers. 

Teragen’s comprehensive render element (AOV) system allows you to output your renders in separate passes for maximum flexibility in 
compositing. Terragen 4 features more than 25 different render element output types, including depth, normals, direct and diffuse lighting, separate 
cloud and atmosphere elements, and many more. Additionally, a Layers system allows you to group parts of your scene for separate render output, 
further increasing your post-processing flexibility.

Besides rendering still images, Terragen can also render your finished animations directly from your Mac (if your Mac has enough horsepower) or 
you can send your animation to a Render farm to have it professionally rendered (for a fee).

If you want to see a few rendered animations, you should check out the YouTube playlist called: “Outstanding Terragen Videos”. It has videos 
that will fly you through a deep canyon, zoom to the earth from outer space, flies you through and over parks and forest, shows billowing clouds, etc. 
They are quite impressive.

Import & Export
Many third-party applications now support Terragen’s native Heightfield format .TER, so (if you have one of these applications) transferring 

terrains between Terragen 4 and these applications is easier than ever. Terragen can also export Heightfield data to .EXR and import it from a wide 
range of image formats.

You can also import and export camera and lighting animation data in FBX format, along with support for Nuke CHAN, and standard OBJ 
format.

Figure 9. Terragen has a content Library that you can use to store and quickly access your projects, objects, 
images, etc. You can import the objects (such as a pine tree) into your project as a single item/tree or use the 
“Import Population” button to bring in a whole group of trees into your scene, such as when you want to 
create a forest.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xetBCFKltZQ&index=1&list=PLSGXnsEtGDVdlaJ7CQFXJx85P81SfcXQW
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xetBCFKltZQ&index=1&list=PLSGXnsEtGDVdlaJ7CQFXJx85P81SfcXQW
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Versions 

There is a version of Terragen that will suit 
everyone’s needs. From a free Terragen version 
to Terragen 4 Creative, and Terragen 4 
Professional. Each comes with more features 
than the previous one. I suggest that you go to 
Planetside website and view the comparison 
chart to see which version best suites your needs.

Last Thoughts
Manual: If I had a wish-list, I would wish for 

a store-bought or a PDF manual that I could 
print out. Planetside does have an extensive 
web-based WIKI though it is a little dated. But 
at least it’s around 95% up-to-date so it still 
proved to be very helpful. BTW: according to 
tech support they’re working on new updated 
version. I am eagerly awaiting its arrival.

Video Tutorials: Reading instructions are 
great, but there is nothing like watching 
someone doing something to learn it. So I 
scoured the Internet for video tutorials, and 
replicated each step they showed to really learn 
Terragen. So if you buy this program, I suggest 
you do the same. BTW: The Terragen 3 video 
tutorials from the Geek At Play people were the 
best tutorials that I found. Though they want 
you to buy their tutorials, you can view most of 
them for free. And according to a Planetside 
Software tech, the Geek at Play people are 
working on an updated set of video tutorials geared for the new Terragen 4 version. I can’t wait to check those out too.

Skinny 
Evaluation: Though Terragen has a steep learning curve, I think it is well worth the effort. When I scan through all of the Terragen created images 
(whether real-life or fantasy) found on the Internet, I can’t believe the detail and quality of the finished scenes. This spurs me on to take the effort to 
really learn this program, so one day I too may be able to create stunning scenes.

The more tutorials that I work through the more excited I get about what I can create with Terragen. I am having fun bringing my 3-D models 
into Terragen and vice versa, bringing the Terragen renders into my 3-D programs as backdrops etc.

If you are a serious 3-D artist, I think you will be pleased with Terragen. I suggest that you go ahead and take the trial version for a test run to see if 
you agree with me. 

Requires: Mac OSX 10.8 or newer, IntelMac, Minimum: 4GB or RAM - Recommended: 8GB or greater, Minimum 2Ghz CPU 
– Recommended: Intel Dual Core or better.
Company: Planetside Software

Price: Terragen 4 Trial: Free 
Terragen 4 Creative : $349
Terragen 4 Professional: $699
Educational licenses: Free with proof of your academic status on a yearly basis.

A trial version is available 

Figure 10. This image shows an example of the Node Network with all of its interconnected 
nodes. It was taken from my “Lost Planet” scene shown in Figure #4. The nodes are divided 
into groups: Objects (for planets, plants, imported objects, etc.), Atmosphere (for clouds, day & 
night sky, and haze), Lighting (for the sun(s), spotlights, and environmental lighting), Water 
(for lakes, rivers and oceans), Terrain (imported Heightfields, etc.), Shaders (for texturing and 
surface manipulation), Cameras, and Renderers (you can set the size & quality of your renders).

http://planetside.co.uk/terragen-product-comparison/
http://planetside.co.uk/terragen-product-comparison/
http://planetside.co.uk/terragen-product-comparison/
http://planetside.co.uk/terragen-product-comparison/
http://www.geekatplay.com/terragen-tutorials.php
http://www.geekatplay.com/terragen-tutorials.php
http://planetside.co.uk
http://planetside.co.uk
http://planetside.co.uk/educational-license-program/
http://planetside.co.uk/educational-license-program/
http://planetside.co.uk/free-downloads/terragen-4-free-download/
http://planetside.co.uk/free-downloads/terragen-4-free-download/
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HOW TO FIND US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the SECOND Monday of 
each month at Fire Station 14 located at 1875 Dublin Blvd (at the 
intersection of North Academy and Dublin). 

Directions:
From Academy, go east on Dublin and then turn right on 
the very first street. There is parking on the west and south 
sides of the Fire Station (with additional parking located to 
the north and further west of the Fire Station). The entrance 
is on the west side of the building.

Smoking is not permitted on the premises. 

Sig meeting:
The SIG Meetings are held on the SECOND Saturday of each month at Fire Station #18’s meeting room - located at: 6830 Hadler View 
[the fire station is behind Walgreens]. 

Directions:
#1) Take I-25 to Garden of the Gods Rd (head west), turn right on Centennial, left on Flying W Ranch Rd., right on Hadler View.
#2) (This route is bumpier and probably not the best for winter travel) Take I-25 to E. Woodman/W. Rockrimmon Blvd., turn right on Vindicator 
(at the Safeway intersection), and then right on Hadler View.
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Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the 
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues 
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for 
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

 JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00  APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
 JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00  OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00

Please Print Clearly!     Today’s Date 

Name
 Street Address

 City/State/ZIP
 Home Telephone

 E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

Make your check payable to:  SMMUG  
Then mail or give this form and your check to:

SMMUG, Inc. 
Skip Mundy, Treasurer   
PO Box 62741 
Colorado Springs, CO   80962 

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________

Don’t make an online account for me. 
I do not want one or I already have 

Business Telephone 

About Us

The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping 
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.

Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second 
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where 
our collective expertise can help answer your questions. 

All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can 
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Officer Elections. No corporate 
memberships are granted.

Our officers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

http://www.smmug.org
http://www.smmug.org

